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IMPRESSIONS from the RICE STUDY TRIP to VIETNAM
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1.

General objectives of the Study visit

From 15 March till 25 March 2015 Mr. Arthur Zalmijn, agronomist and rural development specialist and
Mr. Robert Elmont, post-harvest consultant both active in the rice-sector in Suriname explored the
Vietnam rice sector. They were accompanied by Mr. Jan Van Huis a consultant residing in Hanoi and
former colleague in the Suriname rice sector of Zalmijn and Elmont and a local consultant Mr. Nhan
Nguyen who acted as translator when required.
The team intended to find out:
a)
"How Vietnam developed such a vibrant and highly productive rice sector, ranked as the third
largest rice exporter of the world in 2014 after India and Thailand , with approximately 6,7
million ton "?
b)
Which lessons can the team learn from this remarkable case-study of the Vietnam rice
sector for future development initiatives in Suriname?
c)
Can the team identify options for twinning between Vietnam and Suriname enterprises and
public agencies?
2.

Specific objectives

Therefore, the team planned to meet different actors in the rice value chain to search for information to
realize the following specific objectives:
1. To discuss how the R&D in the rice sector is organized in Vietnam with regards to agronomic
research, rice breeding, marketing and participation of producers and other stakeholders. What are
current problems, policy options and strategies for the R&D-sector? For instance: how important are
items like climate change, market orientation of R&D, new products from byproducts like rice oil,
improved efficiency in the value chain, and how this effected the rice research strategy and planning?
2. To discuss the features of the modernization processes in the rice production with stakeholders .
What are problems at present and how to create perspective for solutions to guarantee a sustainable
rice sector? Is product development for niche markets an option for Suriname?
3. The team is especially interested in the developments in the post harvest system in the Vietnam rice
industry, and new rice-based products (e.g.: "gao lut", or roasted de-husked rice, cargo(health rice)
and "Nuoc com", or rice drink) and in general in product development and quality assurance in field
production, post-harvest and processing.
4. How is export marketing and the domestic market organized and what significant changes occurred
here in the last decade? What are current problems and policy adaptations?
5. An critical component is the processing of crop residues: What are farmers doing with the crop
residues: rice husks(mill) and straw(field)? How are these innovative processes organized?
6. Since the Vietnamese rice sector is miles ahead of Suriname concerning the restructuring of their rice
policy to establish a more competitive and sustainable rice value chain, the team wants to identify
also "twinning options" between Vietnam and Suriname. Are linking options between Vietnamese and
Surinamese entrepreneurs, researchers and practitioners an option, and under which conditions?
3.

Results

3.1
Introduction
In the following paragraphs, the content of the various discussions are highlighted, while in the annexes
different papers collected during the trip are inserted; including information material published by the
institutes and companies visited.
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3.2 Field visit North Vietnam
Small mills and traders, a mushroom farm and a briquetting company were visited in Hanoi on 17 March.
The team was guided by their Vietnamese guide and interpreter Mr. Nhan Nguyen.
Family mills and traders
Very small family mills and trade were located in a business area Hoai Duc in Hanoi. The millers must
pay a monthly fee of D 2 million per month for their license and taxes to the local government. Mills are
inspected and certificated for food hygiene by the local government in that area. The rice that is
processed originates from the area around Hanoi and in some cases also imported Jasmin rice from
Thailand was traded. The mills processed the rice in simple one pass mills, mainly for local consumption.

Mushroom production on rice straw
The team visited a mushroom farm in Soc-Son where compacted rice straw was used as a medium to
grow mushrooms. The farm was owned by a female entrepreneur.

Bio-char processing
Later in the afternoon a small briquetting installation in Phu To was visited. As raw material, saw dust,
corn stubs, rice straw and rice husk were used. The raw material was briquetted and then heated in an
airtight closed furnace after been fired-up. The briquettes were sold locally for D 3,000 per briquette, i.e.
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US $ 317/ton charcoal. The briquettes are also exported to Japan for a price of $ 476/ton charcoal. They
are used for (ceremonial) barbeques. The gross income per ton raw material is therefore US $ 143214/ton

3.3 IPSARD(Institute of Policy and Strategy for Agriculture and Rural Development),
http://ipsard.gov.vn/news/defaulte.asp
The team was kindly welcomed by Dr. Tran Cong Thang, Vice director-general and Dr. Nguyen Trung
Kien, who presented an analysis of the sector and some of the most important policy issues. The visiting
team (Robert, Nhan, Arthur and Jan) ,met with the IPSARD-staff on Wednesday 18/03, at 08h30. See for
the PPP annex 4: Nguyen Trung Kien, "Rice Policy in Vietnam", IPSARD.
IPSARD is developing a new policy for the sector in Vietnam based on the following analysis:
1. The rice industry should be more demand driven.
2. A different approach for export and local supply.
3. The livelihood of farmers and sustainability of the rice sector can be improved by consolidation of
farming land since farm size is too small to guarantee farmers a good income and conversion to
other high yielding crops(soya and corn for feed) in certain regions to improve the livelihood of the
farmers..
a. North Vietnam produces mainly for local supply.
b. South Vietnam (Mekong Delta) produces 55% of total production of which 95% is exported.
4. Post harvest losses are 13-15% and should be reduced by improving the efficiency of the postharvest value chain.
5. There is an unfair competition from State Own Companies since they are financed by the State.
Privatization and PPP are therefore being promoted by the government.
6. Export is dominated by Vietnam Food Cooperation who is monitoring export licenses and
Government to Government export contracts.
7. Increasing use and rising prices of fertilizer and other inputs threatens the sustainability of the
sector.
a) Rice sector performance
Paddy production continues to grow in the past decades, in despite of limiting land availability. Stagnation
during 1976-1980. High growth, mostly contributed by yield growth along with the gradual and partial
reform in the eighties. De-collectivization and domestic market liberalization; steady growth during 19862000 since the economic reform in agriculture; the land law, the cooperative system was replaced by a
commercial system and Government investment in infrastructure to improve factor productivity, such as
irrigation, research, extension, training, seed provision.
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Lower growth from 2005 on with less cultivated area. Currently 4,4 million hectares, out of which 70% is
irrigated. 200 commercial rice varieties are available. 90% of the export volume comes from the 6
provinces in the Mekong delta.
Nowadays, the sector is focusing on improving the quality. Contract farming schemes are launched and
promoted, whereby seed, fertilizer, chemicals and other agriculture inputs are provided to the farmers and
state-owned enterprises (SOE) buy’s the product from the farmers. Another approach is land
consolidation, to centralize production and create larger farms. A third instrument is rice export quota,
handed out by Vietnam Food Association (SOE), towards the dominating export-SOE, which are the only
licensed until now. But, increasingly private enterprises are entering the export scene. The get priority,
when they export produce from contracted small farmers.
MARD (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development) has initiated a program for crop residues with a
Taiwanese firm to transform rice straw into energy.
Vietnam rice market share is growing. Rice exports reached record level in terms of volume and value in
the past 5 years. From being net importer (until 1988), Vietnam became world second largest rice
exporter in 2012. In 2013, due to difficulties in export, Vietnam export dropped to the third place, after
India and Thailand. Vietnam has secured national food security. Northern provinces achieved food
sufficiency, while the southern provinces produced surplus food (rice) for export
The three main sector objectives are:
1) Ensure national food security,
2) Increase income for paddy farmer,
3) Sustainable development through a) sustainable cultivation, b) production cost reduction, c) reduction
of water pollution and mitigation of greenhouse gasses (GHG), d) reduction of postharvest losses, e)
improve processing technology and increase value of by-products.
b) Policy for rice supply chain
Government policies for the rice supply chain of the value chain are the following.
1) Policy to protect rice land;
2) Policy to convert rice land into high value crops. For instance conversion into maize-, soya-, vegetable
land and fish production;
3) Policy to improve production efficiency and added value to products and by-products.
Under any realistic scenario in the future, the high (export-) surplus will remain on the same level till 2030.
Total rice consumption and consumption per capita is starting to decrease. According to the World Bank,
the domestic market of food will grow from 30 million US$ to 70 million from now till 2020. This will be
caused by changes in scale and in food consumption pattern. Two trends are important: A decline in
cereal consumption and an increase in meat consumption.
The farm production structure in Vietnam is dominated by small farms. 85% of rice growers has a farm <
0.5 ha; while in the Mekong region, the biggest specialized rice production area: 38.4% , grows rice on an
acreage <0.5ha. Households’ income depends largely on the scale of rice production. The income of
large rice growers (>3ha) is 8.6 higher than small-scale growers (<1ha). Therefore, how larger the farm
size, how higher the proportion of rice income in the total family income. The rate of fertilizer price
increase is higher than the rate of production growth and increase in paddy sales price. Import and prices
of raw material for animal feed is increasing while the rice export is facing difficulties.
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c) Policy to increase production efficiency and added value covers the following issues.
1) For Production: Reduce inputs, New techniques. Change crops;
2) For Post-harvest processing: Reduce losses. Improve processing and grading. Promote by-product
processing;
3) Organization, Linkages: Increase scale of operations, Mechanize, Synchronizing techniques for
cropping system, Develop brand name.
However, a number of constraints and bottlenecks are identified: limited skills, lack of monitoring, lack of
comprehensive infrastructure investment, high initial investment cost, lack of capital, weak cooperatives,
and poor business development policy.
For instance, much can be gained with the effective use of resources. Total water volume used for rice
production (mᶾ/ton) in Vietnam is less than in other countries in SE-Asia. However, the volume of
contaminated drainage water in Vietnam is the largest in SE-Asia. This is caused by the excessive
fertilizer application in the agricultural area in Vietnam, which are the highest in SE-Asia. Profits made by
farmers in the large rice exporting countries are the lowest of SE-Asia in Vietnam since average farm
size in Vietnam is less than 0.89/ha/capita of farmers.
The restructuring of the Vietnam’s rice value chain will also offer options for efficiency improvement. In
case farmers sell for the local market, issues such as unstable rice quality, high losses, un-traceability.
low profit ($5-10/ton), longer delivery time (7-10 days), ad low competitiveness are major problems. By
"restructuring", the primary production through improved contract farming these problems should be
reduced in near future. If farmers are contract farmers for an export company, these problems diminish.
High quality, low losses, clear traceability and higher profits: $40-50/ton, are key-features of this type of
"restructuring".
Support policy to farmers with the objective to increase farmers’ income from agricultural production
concentrate on the following issues.
1) Exempt poor households and agricultural households in "difficult communes" from agricultural land use
tax.
2) Reduce 50% of agricultural land use tax for the rest of households;
3) Support loans with preferential interests to buy machines, materials to serve agricultural production;
4) Exemption from irrigation tax;
5) Invest in science and technology and agricultural extension;
6) Subsidize seeds;
7) Develop rural infrastructure;
8) New rural development, "Nong Thon moi"
d) Policy for rice demand chain
For the export management mechanism or export management strategy, a downward trend in the
percentage of G2G contracts was observed from 66% in 2008 to 24% in 2012. The upward trend in
Vietnam fragrant rice exports is evident. In addition, there is a downward trend in the difference of export
prices between Vietnam and Thailand, presumably due to better product quality, marketing and logistics
in Thailand. For rice export conditions, the Vietnamese rice exporters focused on some major
destinations. Yet, the country is much more oriented towards diversified market outlets for various
products. In 2013, China was the largest export market!
On demand side the following policy issues remain relevant.
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1) The lack of linkages between farmers and export enterprises hampers the development of export
quality produce, highly demanded in the changing markets.
2) Unfair competition in the export markets.
3) The Government support by temporary storage and procurement of paddy and rice has only indirect
impact on farmers.
4) Interventions does not occur at the right time. It is unclear what the impact is of the "Storage &
procurement policy".
5) The same is the case for the effects of "Retail price stabilization", since there is a limited impact for
"Domestic rice stabilization".
6) One of the causes might be the lack of monitoring of the ongoing procurement scheme.
e) Policy Orientation and Recommendation
Mixed impact rates can be observed for the recent achievements of policy objectives related to the rice
sector. In the table below the most important objectives are ranked according to the level of
accomplishments. Major achievements have been realized in food security, foreign investments and
export expansion. Impacts of price stabilization, reduction of environmental impact and farmers income
are still lagging far behind the policy targets. However, this evaluation of the Vietnam rice policy
provides us new evidence for new policy options in Suriname.
Table 1: Evaluation of Estimated Impact rate of Government policy objectives in the rice sector
Impact rate
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Objectives
Food availability, food security achieved
Improved foreign technology applied
Utilize surplus production via exports
Respond to natural disaster
Commercial trade expanded
Resource use efficiency improved
Reduce child malnutrition
Economic multipliers are in effect
Consumer price stability is achieved
Improvement of farmers income is materialized
Some environment impact accomplished

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

f) Policy for rice supply side
The above mentioned evaluation results, provide the evidence for new policy guidelines for the product
supply side, as indicated below.
Table 2: Policy guidelines for "restructuring" rice supply side
#

Issue

1

Monitor supply

2

Convert to annual crop for animal
feed production

3

Increase the production efficiency and
value added of rice value chain

4

Open market

Recommendations
Focus on support for rice export specialization areas
Support directly transferred to commune governments for rice production
Allow to flexible rice land conversion based on approved projection
Support to corn or soy-bean production similar to rice production at least
Integrated investment models, strategies are needed
Increase concessional and long term credit for farmers and cooperatives
Improve the efficiency of extension and its monitoring system to shape sustainable production
process
Promote land consolidation and concentration, accumulation
Attract private investment and investors
Ensure the competitive environment among enterprises
Set up conditions for exported enterprises
Develop new markets (South America, Africa, Middle East)
Promote market integration (trade agreement, product exchanges)
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5

Improve value added

6

Stabilize market

3.4

Create the most favorable condition for enterprises:
Direct linkages to farmers to produce high quality rice (e.g. Japonica, Jasmine, Parboiled rice)
Invest in processing and by-products
Branding activities
Priority for exporters who have direct global market linkages
Vouchers for vulnerable groups; promote food-for-work programs

Processing Department MARD
+84913216818; E: dovipfood@yahoo.com) and Mrs. Le Thi Bich Thu, staff member, (Mob:
01276631266, E: lebihthu28@gmail.com), Mrs. Cao Thi Minh Hue, staff member, (Mob:
0912262872; E: caominhhue@gmail.com) , Department of Processing and Trading Agricultural
Forestry Aquatic Products and Salt (Cục Chế biến, Thương mại nông lâm thuỷ sản và nghề muối,
MARD).

The team is interested what is going on in Vietnam with regard to:
1) creating added value in the rice value chain;
2) entering niche markets, like organic products;
3) reduction of fertilizer and pesticide applications in paddy production and IPM.
MARD-processing department has a taken the following policy initiatives, which might be of interest to the
team:
 For biochar an operational pilot exits in Nam Dinh province;
Experiments are undertaken with biochar. Production however is still limited. Straw and husks are
normally burnt in the fields, but projects are underway to make charcoal out of these residues.
Price for this type of charcoal is 900VND/kg (US $ 43/ton), which is low according to Mr. Do.
 Composting husks and straw to produce fertilizer;
 Well-known are the farms using straw as a medium for mushroom production.
Milling machine were previously predominantly imported from Japan, but today they are produced in the
Mekong delta, in Long An province by the engineering company BuiVanNgo.
Quality standards for rice are administered by the Ministry of natural resources and Environment
(MoNRE).
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3.5

Agricultural Genetics Institute (AGI), http://www.agi.gov.vn/en
(previously: Department of Genetics; Vietnam Genetics Institute) On 18/03/2015, at 14h00, the
team (Nhan, Arthur, Rob, Jan) met with Prof.Dr. Le Huy Ham, director-general and Dr. le Hung
Linh head of Molecular Biology Division. For extensive information a brochure is availbale..

AGI focuses on breeding new sugar cane, seedless citrus, soya, maize, cotton, flowers, vegetable
varieties and uses a number of breeding and biological techniques: technical breeding, mutation
breeding, iron beam radiation, tissue culture, mass seed selection, marker seed selection.
The AGI has cooperation agreements with Cuba, in breeding rice in Guinee-Conakry, with IDR/CIRAD to
train MSc and PhD students, with US institutes on hybrid maize, soya, cotton, Japan, CIAT to improve
cassava production. Vietnam rice varieties are currently used in Iran, Venezuela, Guinee and Irak.
Rice breeding in Vietnam has been focused in the recent past on the improvement of yields
(quantity) and cropping intensification (2-3 crops per year) Today the emphasis is shifted to
quality and consumer preferences in local and export markets.
AGI uses biotechnology, DNA sequencing and molecular markers to improve specific characteristics such
as draught resistance, blast, climate change, salt tolerance, quality, sensory attributes, stickiness and
also yields.
AGI still use conventional breeding with backcrossing in combination with modern technology such as
mutation breeding using gamma and ion-beam radiation and marker oriented breeding. This will speed up
the selection, but not the testing period. To develop new varieties still takes up 6-10 years. By using
improved local varieties the process may be speeded up.
In India, people like long grains, aromatic (basmati), non-sticky rice, while Vietnamese don't like these
types of rice. Here the emphasis is on shorter grains that are a little sticky and aromatic.
Thailand focuses on breeding traditional varieties and improve them, since they have low productivity,
long growth duration (150 days). However, this process requires a long-term horizon of 10-20 years to
shift completely from feed security for the domestic market towards breeding for market demands.
For Suriname cooperation with AGI on rice breeding might be useful to start with the genome sequencing
of currently used varieties in Suriname to be able to start-up a marker-assisted selection/breeding
programme to adapt existing varieties to the changing market demands.
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Concerning the utilization of crop residues and biomass the following can be said.
 Straw is used as a medium for mushroom production; however, the straw collection is
constrained by labor shortages. Mechanization will be required.
 Rice husks and straw are compressed into briquettes and transformed into charcoal.
 Rice husk are pelletized into pellets and exported as biomass for industrial use.
 Rice husks and straw can also be processed into fertilizer, after they are treated with biological
means, to accelerate the composting process. For farmers this process is to complicated and
therefore there is no interest shown by farmers.
AGI cooperates with other countries and operates several joint laboratories in the institute.
1. With USA for soy-bean and cotton.
2. With CIAT and Japan for cassava for biofuel. According to AGI Cassava is more profitable than
sugarcane when used for biofuel. Up to 5% of fuel is replaced by bio-fuel.
Conclusions:
Opportunities for cooperation with Suriname are:
 DNA-sequencing and determination of molecular markers.
 Exchange of blast-experts.
 40 Phd researchers of different expertise working at the research institute who can
provide technical assistance.
3.6

CASRAD, http://www.casrad.org.vn/index.php?page=en
Friday 20 March 2015, at 14h00;Introduction by Dr. Dao The Anh, director & Agronomist and
Nguyen Ngoc Mai, GIS expert, to Arthur, Rob, Nhan, Jan,

As can be read from available brochure, the Centre implements socio-economic studies in the rural
sector. Besides domestic projects it developed cooperation with Cuba to improve rice farming, with
various African Food Crop institutes in countries like Sudan, Nigeria, Mozambique to study rice crops,
train extension workers, assisted exporting rice mills, and developed new concepts for vacuum packed
rice with partners.
In the Northern region rice farmers are confronted with low incomes and tend to shift to other crops or
other local traditional varieties with a higher income; diversification of farm operations, including off-farm
work, e.g. in the mills. One example is the shift to local rice varieties fragrant and sticky rice in Hoa Binh
and Son La provinces:. For his reason CASRAD organized the farmers in associations for collective
action, to improve the value chain for these local varieties.
Was previously paddy the main source of income, the association is now active in drying, milling, packing,
branding for a range of varieties and delivering high standard inputs to the individual farmers: Irrigation
water, variety choices, training for (pesticides) IPM, fertilizer use and processing services for quality
output. Farmers, millers, transporters, etc. should know what is the demanded product quality and adjust
his/her behavior to the required standards. Collaboration between 600 farmers and private millers is
needed to build the trademark and develop a reputation. Today many traders are coming to the mills to
buy the white rice or cargo.
A collective trademark is developed, since protection against illegal use is a must for the traditional
varieties. The trademark is already registered and approved by the EU for 40 rice varieties and certified
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as a "geographical crop registration" with intellectual property rights. This painstaking process is not only
done for the mountain rice, but also for the pomelo-fruits.
Registered are brands like "Red Rice", "Hoang Vang". The products are qualified as "save" not organic!
IFAD was the donor for this 3-year "market for the poor" (M4P)-project. Essential is market research in
order to define consumer preferences (taste, cooking tests, etc), develop procedures and standards to
production and post-harvest systems, including distribution channels, since the mountains are far from
the urban consumers. As part of the branding concept, the "consumers meet farmers" process is
introduced to let the consumer understand the rice production processes. And to show consumers that
food safety is also a serious concern for the producer.
It took 2 years to restore the local varieties through a breeding process of these photo-sensitive varieties
with a growth duration of 6 months and deliver them to the farmers. Seed multiplication is organized in
Hai Duong province. In Cao bang province, CASRAD applied successfully the same concept with H'mong
beef.
Together with OXFAM, CASRAD organized farmer-leadership training to shape the associations and
introduce the "marketing oriented concept". The initial efforts took 5 years, but thanks to improved
dissemination systems, at present only a 2 year trajectory is needed. Issues as networks, website
development and use, training on branding and farm trade marking, collaboration with millers and
adhering to quality standards were all included.
In the Mekong region, with 3 crops a year, diversification is not so easy. Here, the drying capacity is the
limiting factor and the subsequent loss of product quality. Mixing of varieties, dominance of SOE (State
operated Enterprises) in the export trade are further contributors to the low quality rice exports at the
moment. Fertilizer applications are often too high and ineffective. To reduce costs, reduction of insecticide
and water use is a must. Farmers' cooperatives transferred into farmers' association might play a role, but
traders, offering low "floor prices" lack official representations and certifications. In An Giang province
contract-farming with co-branding approaches, where product origins and registration are part of the
deals, show encouraging results.
Conclusions:
1. In the old times, SOE provided inputs to farmers, with any concern about the destination of the
produce. Today, result-based and collaborative business practices are introduced in the rice value
chain and farming, with branding and marketing techniques are core assets.
2. Mr. Anh will send Word Bank articles on this new approach to the visitors' team;
3. Hybrid varieties are not accepted by farmers and millers anymore due to their low quality.
4. Rice husks are pelleted in the South for export to Malaysia;
5. Straw is till date burned in the fields, but can be transformed to ethanol. CASRAD is promoting
experimental micro-bacterial research in this domain with an UK agency.
6. Thanh Trung is a company in Can Tho, which produces pellets for energy generation.
7. In September 2015 CASRAD organizes a workshop on agro-branding in HCMC together with
"SOCODEFI", a Canadian NGO, working on cooperatives. Representatives of Suriname are warmly
welcomed to participate! Suriname could learn from the experience of SASRAD with the registering
process and the set-up of the inspection system for the registration of a collective mark for rice with
Geographical indications.
8. Self Sufficiency of rice is a huge issue in Vietnam, since the population of 90 million needs a lot of
rice. In Suriname local supply may not be an important political issue since Suriname has a
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population of 0.5 million and have the back-up of their neighbor Guyana as a larger exporter and
Caricom member.
9. Thus, for Suriname export is the main issue. If Suriname can compete on the export market, selfsufficiency can be guaranteed. Loss of market position on traditional markets due to declining price
levels and quality for Suriname rice and changing market patterns and consumer preferences are the
main constraints for a sustainable rice sector in Suriname. Suriname focused her breeding on: yield,
maturing cycle, milling yield improvement, resistance to pests, resulting in shorter grains, higher
yields, but a reduction of sensory and cooking quality.

3.7

BuiVanNgo Engineering Company
Saturday 20/03/02015, 14h30 in Can Tho; 33, Quang trung road, Phuong Phu Thu, Cai Rang
district, Can Tho City, 07103827966. Introduction by Mr. Nguyen The Ha, Sales Manager to
Arthur, Rob, Nhan, Jan.

Mr. Ha is sales manager and provided numerous folders on the product range for rice processing of the
company: Dryers, de-huskers, polishers, whiteners, de-stoners, sorters, etc. Company exports to 20
countries, including Suriname. Company will provide us the name of a Surinam client, when we visit the
manufacturing plant in HCMC and meet the financial manager.
Mr. Ha emphasized the importance of the rice value chain development in the design and construction of
the products. Since the design of the machines and the project flow is directly related to quality and
product value, the Company developed multi-stage polishers and whiteners and indirect heaters in the
husk furnaces to assure product quality.
When farmers are grouped in associations, the Company helps them to level their land, provide seed by
organizing training to improve paddy quality. The improved products create higher value.
The group identified a modern tower drying system with 2 options: a batch and a continuous drying type.
The drying capacity is 0,8 % till 1,0 % per hour. In 10 hrs the paddy volume of the batch type system of
10-80 tons can be dried from 24 to 13 %, depending on the type. The dryer uses rice husk as fuel for the
drier furnace.
Next week Mr. Ha will visit MARD(ministry of Agriculture) to advocate implementation of the promised
policies to improve preconditions for farmers, millers and exporters to improve rice export quality.
According to Mr. Ha, the Government should invest in R&D, extension, training, market info
channels, irrigation systems and infrastructure to increase the individual farm acreage from 0,5 to
5 hectares and improve product quality. By scaling up farm production, farmers can invest in land
levelling, mechanization, via credit support by banks.
In the view of Mr. Ha Vietnam should train farmers from Africa and probably countries like
Suriname in an international farmers’ school in the Mekong how to produce their rice and solve
the world food problem.

3.8

Excursion in Thon Not district, Can Tho
Sunday 24/03/2015, Trip by taxi in Can Tho.

The team visited two compounds with rice mills and dryers in Thon Not, Co Do district, Thanh Phu
commune. The mill was locked but the dryers were in full operation. The horizontal batch dryers had a
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paddy layer of approximately 30-40 cm and a surface of 8 x 12 m2. Heating by using rice husk as fuel,
some with a bulk husk supply, with a drying temperature of 40 degree Celcius.

The team could "illegally" enter a new rice mill producing cargo. The mill is supplied by BuiVanNgo
Company and has a capacity of 5-6 ton/hr.

Trung An Company in Thot Not district has an impressive showroom for its rice products, but remained
inaccessible for the team.

The afternoon of the same day the Wilmar-Agro Vietnam was only viewed from a location near the
gatekeeper's office. The company operates two plants in Hung Phu and the one we saw in Thon Not. In
total they can process 1.300 ton of bran, annually; equivalent to 4.000.000 tons paddy. 100 workers are
active in Thon Not.
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A provisional conclusion is that oil extraction does not seem a feasible option for Suriname based on the
available tonnage of rice bran (maximum 25.000 ton/year; 80 ton/day). But for the time being, questions
with regard to the process of stabilizing of the bran for the production of high quality feed and special food
could not be answered.
How to stabilize the bran in order to store it for months or even a year? A question relevant for Suriname
since the overcapacity of the milling industry creates an irregular supply of bran. In the Mekong Province
the rice bran supply continues during the 3 seasons during the year, which is practically the whole year
around and thus facilitate an efficient use of the processing of the bran oil extraction capacity.
Since rice bran is a highly perishable product, how is the logistics for the supply organized towards the
collection centers and oil extraction plant? This could not be discussed with the company since the
managers were absent.
3.9

Southern University of Can Tho. http://caab.ctu.edu.vn/english/
Monday 23/03, 08h30; Introduction by Dr. Vo Tong Xuan, acting rector meeting with Arthur, Rob,
Nhan, Jan.

Prof. Xuan has worked via Nuffic programs with many Dutch scientists, e.g. Pons, Van Mensvoort. The
Mekong delta is an alluvial plane, made by river sediments, influenced by fluctuations in the sealevel over
centuries. Mangrove forests grew between the beaches and river banks. Therefore, soils in the Mekong
contain high contents of S, Al and are named acid-sulphate soils. The population consists of Khmer,
Cham and Vietnamese migrating from the north.
In the old days, in August the water starts flooding till 1-2 meter depth thanks to the rainy season and the
overflow of the rivers. This continues till December, when the water starts receding. During these 6
months 3 types of rice were planted: 1) floating rice, with a growth duration of 7 months and yield of 1,5
ton/ha; 2) traditional variety, day-length sensitive, 3 ton/ha; 3) non- photo-sensitive varieties.
The Nguyen dynasty started digging canals for irrigation and drainage and in 1871 the first export took
place to famine stricken Thailand. Colonial France continued digging canals till 1930 and expanded the
rice acreage from 2,3 to 4,0 million hectares. The export capacity was maintained till 1965, when the
American war efforts intensified and rice was imported!
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IRRI entered the Mekong in 1965 and re-started its operations in 1972. After the war no technician was
left. General Giap supported the rebuilding of the rice sector with a donation of 2.000 species of rice and
80 species of floating rice for selection purposes. There was a famine at that time in the Mekong!
How did we re-start? We screened 100 short-duration (100-140days) IRRI lines and selected 10 lines
with 200 students. These guys learnt the skill by experimenting and growing rice. After 2 years, 10
students brought 10 good producing varieties back before their graduation, and shortly thereafter the
Mekong was covered with the new varieties. The farmers involved became extension officer, while the
students entered the agricultural services.
Today's problem is simple: There is too much rice and farmers complain about that. The Government
started new programs and launched new ideas: "Restructuring Agriculture Development", .... Conversing
rice land into other crops, .... Develop markets for new products.....Diversify your rice farm....
Following developments and opportunities are identified:
 7.000 ha is converted in sweet potato land yielding 30 ton/ha and creating a profit 3-4 times higher
than the old rice crop!
 Conversion of rice land into grass land for cattle breeding and dairy cows.
 Use of crop residues like rice straw for heating to create additional income. At the moment, 1 ton
straw cost 1,5 million VND or 75 US$. By searching for use of straw farmers might add value to the
production process in the farm. For instance, by feeding cows, buffalos with straw.
 Mushrooms farms can use straw as a growth medium as well!
 Straw and its pellets can be used for cooking and for steam and energy supply in the rural industries.
Traditional varieties have much more straw than the new ones.
 A baler (behind a combine harvester) to collect the straw is produced in Vietnam. The combine
harvesters are equally also produced in the Mekong.
 Alternative cropping like maize on rice land or cherries for the Japanese market!
But for diversification and conversion to alternative crops you need entrepreneurs, who use
the modern production techniques and reorganize their marketing; away from the traditional
middleman. Also improvement of R&D is needed to open-up alternative niche markets.
 There are already initiatives to improve the rice value chain, where a farmers' association
collaborates with a company, which promote a specific rice variety, requiring low inputs but with high
quality productivity.
 This a dual approach: On one side quality improvement, to meet consumer demands and receive
better prices, on the other hand diversification/conversion of crops to cater for more sustainable
supply chains.
 An example is the rice oil extraction for export to Japan; defatted bran is used as livestock feed;
 Rice husks transforming into charcoal briquettes for export to Japan;
 Mushroom produced on straw are canned and exported to Japan and USA;
 Experiments to produce silica from rice husks are currently being executed.
 And land consolidation might enhance efficiency in farming and interest of the younger generation in
agriculture as agribusiness.
There are several Agricultural Universities in Vietnam. One is located in Ho Chi Min VCity and two are
located in Can Tho. The new University of Can Tho Nam specializes on soils and land management.
MARD coordinate these complex processes and support companies, which enter contract farming
schemes, with loans without interest. Preferable with "big" farmers (acreage 3 ha and more), who
rent land and hire farmers to produce an uniform and higher valued product.
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3.10

An Giang Plant Protection Company (AGC), Long Xuyen City,
Tue 24 Mar, 08h30; Expose by Mr. Tieu Minh Tam, Plant Protection Manager, to Arthur, Rob,
Nhan, Jan.

An Giang Cie works in the framework of “Restructuring the Agric. Value Chain (AVC)” and link the farmers
to the markets. The staff organizes the farmers in production groups, led by a leader and consisting of 50=100 ha farmers’ acreage, supervised and continuously monitored by a AGC-staff member (who is
committed to the slogan “Treat Together”), transferring techniques and information to the various
stakeholders in the AVC to achieve a high quality product.
Farmers’ competences are generally high, he/she understands fully the production requirements, the use
of inputs, which are made available by the AGC. Crucial are the operational timing of the actions such as
seeding, spraying, fertilizer application, harvest, etc.
Planning of operations is done by the farmers’ group leader and AGC-staff, as a first step. The
subsequent AGC planning follows thereafter. The group leader receives a monthly fee for his activities.
The marketing department in HCMC knows the demands in the export and niche markets and maintains
the relationships with the customers. Their demands are ultimately a directive for the farmers’ leader and
AGC-staff in the field. Today, the forecasted demands in 2017 are already guiding the AGC-operations
and marketing strategy.
A contract is signed with individual farmers and the farmers’ group works together with the AGC-staff
member. Also commune leaders and village leaders take part in the process. The contract contains the
current market prices and actual prices are determined according to produced quality and moisture
content.
Harvesting, tillage work, and spraying is done by independent service providers.
Baling of straw is not done, but in some cases, straw is collected for mushroom production. And straw is
also collected by hand to make charcoal.
Post-harvest actions are done by the 5 AGC-processing facilities in different locations with rice dryers and
mills. The post-harvest system operates continuously throughout the year, thanks to the 3 planting
seasons in the South! With a capacity of 200-300 ton/ 24hours,day. Rice is stored in bags and in silos.
Bran is sold for aqua feed or livestock feed. Husks and straw is dried and transformed into charcoal in the
same locations. The transport distance is a crucial criterion for the cost price: not more than 15 km
transport/ton. (A charcoal plant: Address: Nha Mai Thoai Sin, Dong The, dia Sin).
AGC has 5 seed multiplication centers and seeds are dried with rice husk. AGC is supervising and
managing 70.000 ha, 3 crops/year, with 7 tons/crop/ha. Imported biological pesticides are used.
A visit to the marketing department in Ho Chi Min City will be arranged.
3.11

Visit to Nam Nha engineering workshop, Long Xuyen city
web: www.namnha.vn Tue 24 March, Mr Duong Xuan Qua, Nam Nha director, meet with Rob,
Arthur, Nhan, Jan

After the visit to the agricultural fair in An Giang, where Mr Qua showed his improved batch rice drying
system with batch feeding and unloading systems, the team visited his workshop of Nam Nha, where
dryers were constructed and in particularly the fans for the heaters.
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The innovated drying ovens brand Nam Nha of Mr Duong Xuan Qua (Nam Nha) Phu Hung Commune,
Phu Tan district are widely used in installation by farmers and traders.
Mr. Nam Nha said that from 2005 to now he has installed over 1.300 drying ovens in 18 provinces and
cities in the country, including 10 tons ovens ( 50m2 chambers/oven); 20 tons ovens (100m2
chambers/oven) and 30 tons ovens(150m2 chambers/oven), of which the most commonly used type is
the oven that has a capacity of 20 tons per batch. The price of the different drying ovens varies from 110
to 240 million VND/oven. During drying the paddy rice does not need to be turned, but still reached the
humidity required for exporting, has no black ash, limited broken rice, so the rate of broken rice and
quality of rice meets the requirement of the export standard. After drying, the paddy can be stored more
than 12 months. In the year of 2011 he exported 30 propellers and drying ovens.
The furnace is fabricated from fireproof stones. A brochure and video is available.
3.12

Anh Kim Metallic Company & Cong ty Phan Nang Luc Xanh (Green Energy Co)
Wed25/03, at 10h00; Discussion with Mr. Ho Nghiep Tri, deputy director and pellet machine
designer (web: www.akm.com.vn) and Mr. Ho Hguyen Minh Khoi, director Green Energy
Company (web: www.biomass.com.vn), with Rob, Arthur, Nhan, Jan

The two partners have two factories in Cai Lai to manufacture pelleting machines for pelleting sawdust
and rice husks and for the production of pellets themselves. Mr. Tri started in Hai Duong province, but the
raw material supply in the Northern region was not sufficient. In the Mekong, the price of rice husks went
up the last years. A model of the pelleting installation is shown below. Briquetting machines are different,
but have almost the same flow.
Figure 1. Pelleting installation

Mixing wood and rice husks is not recommendable for mechanical reasons. Variations in moisture,
structure causes breakdowns of the pelleting machine (bearings, ring dye, different lubricants are needed
for husks and wood, etc). Machine should be used for wood or husks; but not mixed!
Production steps in the husk pelleting process:
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1) Husks are directly available in the rice mill after de-husking;
2) Grinding of the husks;
3) Transporting of the husks into the pelleting machine;
4) Pelleting;
5) Cooling the pellets;
6) Packing in big bags.
The original machines originates from China are used for wood pelleting but some are adjusted for husk
by Mr. Tri, who studied mechanical engineering in Taiwan. This adjusted machine is for sale at the
moment. The smallest unit has a capacity of 800 kg/hr and can produce different sizes of pellets
The pellets produced by the company are used in boilers in Ho Chi Min City for pho and noodles making.
The pellet price is $ 80/ton. Since the companies replaced coal as fuel with rice husk pellets the cost
price was reduced with 30-40%. Be aware that rice husks produce a lot of smoke and are therefore are
nor suitable for cooking stoves. You better use wood pellets for such a project.. The 4 machines located
in Cai Lai township produce 150 tons product/day in the 2 locations.
The ash residues of the husk pellets are 10% of the original input and only 3 % ash is produced when
using wood pellets. It is said the ashes are used as fertilizer
Pellets from sugar cane residues (bagasse) can also be produced by the production line designed by Mr.
Tri.
If Suriname is interested the Green Energy company is prepared to sell a production line as a pilot project
and will take care of the delivery in Vietnam. The installation in Suriname should be done by local
technicians. Training of the Surinamese technicians and operators for installation, operation and
maintenance can be arranged in Vietnam. The supply of sufficient spare parts for the first year of
operation are part of the contract.
There are also many other manufacturers who supply rice husk pelleting units from China, Germany,
India and USA for example. But Green Energy claims that they have improved the wood pelleting units
that are normally used for rice husk resulting in less breakdown and wear out due to the difference in
chemical composition and physical characteristics between rice husk and saw dust.
The team from Suriname requested a quotation from Green Energy for units of different
capacities. (This was confirmed via e-mail, but eventually the company informed us that they
cannot supply to Suriname at this moment.)

3.13
An Giang Co (AGC), marketing department, HCMC, www.agpps.com.vn; Wed 25/03, at 13h30
Mrs. Bui Thuy Minh, MSc, Senior Export Sales Executive, with Robert, Arthur, Nhan, Jan
A number of questions are relevant for the discussion.
 How does AGC react to changes in market demands?
 Especially, how do they develop new products?
 How do they improve market access for the products?
 How to add value to the various value chain components?
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AGC works together and supports farmers by providing their own quality seed. Today, AGC has 5 seed
multiplication stations for this purpose. Twenty years ago, the company started as a plant protection
company, delivering pesticides to farmers. A next step in the history of AGC was the provision of seeds.
ACG provides several services to farmers with the slogan "together with the farmers for sustainable
development": Fertilizers, farm management support, field research, etc. AGC advices farmers to use
good seeds in order to meet demands of the customers, who can visit on their turn the contract farms and
the families. AGC provides 3 long grain varieties, IRRI varieties, etc, which are tested on research and
farmer’s fields.
There is still an antagonistic element in the relation between AGC and producers, since farmers
are preferring high yielding varieties, while AGC requires high quality paddy that performs well
during processing and meets the consumer preferences. This focus on quality is needed to
respond effectively to customers' demands as expressed in the customers' rice purchase
planning for the coming 2 years. AGC tries to convince farmers to take quality into consideration
and not the production volume. ACG instruments to achieve these objectives are the support of
farm planning, assistance in implementing the farm plan and provision on credit, of seed, fertilizer
and chemicals. Paddy standards are not used since the company has the responsibility to provide
inputs of good quality in time and technical support during the farming operations to the farmers.
The main markets are:
 China: Long grain and Jasmine are preferred by customers. China is a risky market so the AGC is
working with traders as intermediary.
 Singapore: Traditional varieties are preferred and rice varieties which match the consumer
requirements for fried rice and rice with fried chicken meat;
 USA- and EU-consumer prefers Jasmine, 15% broken, long grain;
 Vietnam consumers in the domestic market, prefer strong aroma and milky kernel.
 For Japan consumers, the AGC is starting trials to promote the planting of Japanese Japonica
varieties in Vietnam by farmers.
Often AGC hire local consultants to explore markets and to understand customers' demands and related
quality. You should talk with the customer by organizing local cooking test and chat with them after the
test. Was the rice too chalky? How was the stickiness or fluffiness in the cooked rice? Are the cooking
characteristics in agreement with local practices? The AGC-Quality Control department is in charge of
these operations and these consumer tests were performed in USA, Germany, France, and Japan.
There is a fierce price competition in the world market.
 Non aromatic (non Basmati) India rice exports are extremely low priced and cheap.
 Cambodia is also a cheap exporter, but its product quality is good.
Organic rice is not produced in Vietnam! But AGC tries to let farmers apply biological pesticides to reduce
the chemical residues in the products.
3.14
Dong Tien Company, HCMC, www.dongtien.net
Nguyen Thanh Xuan, director in discussion with Rob, Arthur, Nhan, Jan
Proudly the director shows his business card book with all kind of Dutch persons in consulate, trade
departments, etc. Six years ago, the company started to specialize in assembling husk pelleting
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machines from China in Dong Nai after disappointing rice export experiences, due to phytosanitairy
problems.
Today, only wood pellets are produced, at a rate of 1,5 tonne-2,0 ton/hour, since the price is 30-40%
higher; US $ 150/ton for wood pellets, with a downward price trend due to the decreasing oilprices, then
for rice husk pellets (US $ 106/ton), which is still low!. The location for manufacturing is in Dong Nai
province. The name of the distributor of the Chinese pelleting machine is Mr. Huynh.

4.

Observations and concluding statements concerning the study trip

4.1
Observations
Mr. Arthur Zalmijn and Mr. Robert Elmont; accompanied by Mr. Jan Van Huis and Nguyen Luong Nhan
vised several institutions and companies had discussions with various experts during their study visit in
Vietnam from 16/03-25/03/2015.
The following themes are highlights of the visit.
1. During the roundtrip through North Vietnam the team visited “mushroom-on straw” producers in Soc
Son, Ha Noi, charcoal producer in Phu Tho, small rice millers and traders in Hoai Duc, and the former
forestry school director in Vinh Phuc, Cai Dao commune to observe the impressive entrepreneurial,
creative and technical competences of the small farmers and small local workshop keepers.
2. The Internal Cooperation Department organized introductions to the rice sector by IPSARD on policy,
by “Che Bien” on post-harvest activities, by the Vietnam genetic Institute on rice breeding; all
agencies established in Ha Noi. These visits provided valuable analytical information to the team and
thus a challenge to seek ways op cooperation between with institutes ad companies in Vieytnam and
Suriname. In particular with the Vietnam Genetic Institute in the domain of DNA sequencing of
Surinamese varieties and breeding.
3. The Research and Action approach of CASRAD in 2 districts in the North of Vietnam gave good
results since after research by production diagnosis, value chain appraisal and intervention for
upgrading, institutional analysis CASRAD developed an innovative business model with an action
plan for a quality certification system with 4 steps (Variety regeneration and seed supply, production
organization, value chain development and community trade mark registration).
The innovated business model for small farmers through a Production and marketing evolution of
their association is a good example of this approach by CASRAD. Suriname rice stakeholders should
also consider and discuss the advantages of integrating production, processing and marketing in
innovative business models to improve the sustainability of the rice sector.
4. The certification process for Hoa Vang Sticky rice managed by CASRAD with intellectual property
rights registration using a collective Trademark with Geographical Indication is a good example for
the Suriname rice Industry if they want to register a collective Trademark with Geographical indication
for “Suriname Rice”. This topic has been mentioned several times by exporters and market experts
for the last 15 years but was never properly addressed by the industry and the Surinamese
government. CASRAD could advice Suriname how to organize this process of certification and
developing the inspection/auditing system.
5. Drying installations in Can Tho, showed the team the advantages of using rice husks for drying
paddy instead of sun drying; utilization of rice husk as fuel for drying furnaces is not sufficiently
applied in Suriname were heavy diesel oil sold by States Oil Company is mainly used to fuel the dryer
furnaces.
6. From a distance outside the gates of the factory, the team observed the Wilmar oil extraction plants in
Thot Not and Hung Phu industrial zones, which produces amazing quantities of edible oil for the
domestic and export market.
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7. Can Tho University’s professor Xuan introduced the team to the historical aspects of the "grain shed
Mekong" and provided and overview of the current constraints in the Mekong region.
8. The An Giang Plant Protection Company, Long Xuyen, showed the visitors how the concept of the
value chain is practiced, under the slogan “Restructuring Agriculture” to meet customers’ demands
and link successfully farmers’ groups and practices to market conditions and standards.
9. The team met creative engineers and farmers in Phu Tho, Ha Noi, Long Xuyen, Cai Lai and HCMC
trying to develop biomass applications for heating and energy: Mushroom production on straw, the
briquetting and pelleting technique and drying provisions to improve product quality and shape
conditions for higher added value of the paddy. These conatcts might provide options for Business-2Business cooperation, between Suriname and Vietnam enterprises.

4.2

Concluding Statements

a. Vietnam
Changing conditions for rice farmers in order to improve yields and quality outputs is difficult because it is
a lengthy process that requires sustained policy attention and public resources. But at the same time
changes in the commercial markets are the arena for nearly all the decisions that matter. Central in this
process is the rice value chain, both as a key element of structural transformation and wherein many
stakeholders, including farmers, millers, suppliers, traders, domestic consumers and foreign customers
are involved for their livelihood.
Our assumption is that with the right mix of market forces and government interventions a process of
economic sector growth can be driven by continuous and strategic innovation that will be beneficial to all
stakeholders in the continuously changing value chain.
In the figure 2 below "Vietnam's Rice value Chain", the provisional problem analysis concerning the rice
value chain, made by IPSARD (2014) is presented as an example for the Surinamese situation.

Figure 2. Vietnam’s Rice Value Chain
•High quality, low
loss, clear
traceability
•High profit: $4050/ton
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b. Suriname
The team don't intend to formulate policy changes for Suriname at this stage. As experts we have to
acknowledge the huge differences between the rice sectors in Vietnam and Suriname. Vietnam produces
45 million tons paddy per year in 1 crop in the North and 3 in the South, while Suriname only produces
250.000 tons annually in 2 seasons. Vietnam exported more than 6.5 million tons of rice in 2014 to most
continents while Suriname exported far less than 100.000 tons of rice, mainly to Caricom and Overseas
departments of EU in the Caribbean and incidentally to the EU and South and Middle-American countries.
Comparing the giant and the dwarf is not easy and may not be possible. But we will undertake the effort
since we are inspired by what we saw in Vietnam.
In a provisional rice value chain overview for Suriname, the team has inserted some of the
insights acquired during the visit to Vietnam into the Suriname rice value chain. This will be used
as a starting point for the discussions between the stakeholders in order to develop a rice policy
to improve sustainability through improvement and innovation of the value chain after analyzing
the market demands and especially the consumer preferences in specific markets.
Referring to the examples in Vietnam from CASRAD and An Giang and considering the size of the
rice economy in Suriname compared to Vietnam, regional and sub-regional or other types of
associations between farmers and millers (or their organizations) handling the whole value chain
(production, processing and marketing) should be considered and discussed during the congress
as one of the possible innovative solutions to improve the sustainability of the rice sector in
Suriname.



In figure 3 the "lessons learnt for Suriname" during the study trip are presented in the various
"thought clouds".
The red bars indicate possible cooperation with persons or agencies in Vietnam.
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Figure 3: Innovations for Rice Value Chain in Suriname "Lessons Learnt from Vietnam"
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4.3

Follow-up actions

1. As a result of their discussions with several government agencies research institutes and industries in
Vietnam, the team acknowledge that there is an urgent need to discuss the opportunities for a
cooperation of the rice sectors in Vietnam, Suriname and other countries in south America and the
Caricom.
2. Therefore a conference/symposium should be planned after the new Government is installed in
Suriname but preferably not later than February 2016.
3. The main objective of this sector discussions is to convince stakeholders that the rice sector in both
Suriname have to change their strategy to improve profitability and therefore the sustainability of the
rice export. Export should be focusing on products and product quality acceptable for consumer and
industrial clients in the potential markets. Changes in consumer preferences and consumption
patterns must be identified and the sector strategy must be readdressed to be more market oriented.
References are the policy adaptation in Vietnam, and also other exporters of high quality rice.
4. Donors must be identified to finance the conference and the preparation and implementation of a
sector policy to improve the value chain in Suriname and guarantee sustainability on the long
term(IDB, Islamitic Bank, local banks and input suppliers).
5. The results of the conference should be the basis of an action plan for the rice sector focusing on: a
what, how, who and when strategy.
6. The conference to be organized by a public/private platform like the Suriname Business Forum in
cooperation with major stakeholders.
7. National and international experts should be invited from Suriname, Guyana and Vietnam and
Uruguay to participate.
8. Technical support from Vietnam and other particpating exporting countries to prepare the symposium
will be requested.
9. Following focus points should be addressed during the conference:
9.1. Value chain analysis of the rice sector focusing on improved quality, market orientation, sales
revenues and profitability.
9.2. How to improve the quality of field production to meet market demands by increasing efficiency
in the value chain through contract farming and other forms of linkages with other stakeholders
(input suppliers, millers, exporters).
9.3. How to address innovation in the sector by stimulating added value processing by by-products
utilization (broken rice, rice bran) and waste management/biomass utilization (rice husk, rice
straw).
9.4. Improvement of infrastructure and production systems (functioning of water boards and farmer
groups/cooperatives) in a joint efforts of private and public sector.
9.5. Political commitment of government, in particular the president and relevant ministries involved,
must be requested.
9.6. Government to delegate operational activities to stakeholders or a stakeholders sector
development agency and (partly) finance these activities such as extension, research, seed
production, infrastructural management etc. to improve efficiency and reduce public and political
interference.
9.7. Investment facilities to be identified and guaranteed for the rice program preparation and
execution.
9.8. Availability of financial facilities for seasonal credits and investment programs for farmers and
farmers organization as well as millers at low cost to be arranged.
10. Working group of experts identified to work on this project: Zalmijn and other experts in Suriname
(Ramautarsing, Gunther, Tjoe Awie, Poerschke, Maks, etc.), Elmont (Netherlands) and van Huis
(Vietnam).
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Annexes
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Implemented Program Study Tour Suriname Rice Experts to Vietnam, from 15/03-25/03/2015
Support Letter Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries (LVV)-Suriname
Vietnam sticky rice certification
IPSARD Vietnam Rice Police
Changing patterns of rice growing in the Mekong delta
Evolution of rice production and fertilization practices in Mekong

July 2015
A.L. Zalmijn
R.J. Elmont
J. van Huis
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Annex 1.1: Implemented Program Study Tour Suriname Rice Experts to Vietnam, from 15/03 to 25/03/2015 1
wk 12

Mon 16/03
Tue 17/03

wed 18/03

Thu 19/03
Fri 20/03

Sat
21/03
Sun 22/03

wk 13

Mon 23/03

Tue 24/03

Wed 25/03

Thu 26/03

10h45 Arrival Team in Noi Bai airport, Ha Noi and by taxi to "Ha Noi Moment hotel ", 42 Hang Cot street, in old city centre of Ha Noi.
Exploration of Ha Noi by team; getting acquainted with Ha Noi centre and kitchen
Theme: Field trip
06h30 Eating Pho in street stall
07h00 Round trip through the North of Vietnam with Mr. Nguyen Luong Nhan and driver Mr. Ngoc Anh
08h30 Hoai Duc district, in (old) Ha Tay province, now Ha Noi, rice processing and rice trading village, Duc Giang Van Troi
10h30 Near Soc Son township: Mushroom production on straw
12h00-13h30 Lunch in residence of Mr. Diem and Mrs. Hang, (former director of forestry school in Lang Son province), in Vu Dzi village,
Cao Dai commune, Vinh Tuong district, Vinh Phuc province
15h00 Hang Xa commune, Thanh Thuy district, Phu Tho province, briquette & charcoal production by Mr. Nguyen Vac Tang and Mrs.
Thom.
18h00 Arrival in Ha No and dinner in Nguyen Thi Phuong and Jan's residence in Ban Dao Linh Dam..;
Theme: Current Policies
08h30 Visit to IPSARD/MARD, Center for Agricultural Policy; encounter Dr. Nguyen Trung Kien & Dr. Tran Cong Thang (vice-directorgeneral), , No 16 Thuy Khue
10h00 Visit to Department of Processing and Trading Agricultural Forestry Aquatic Products and Salt (Cục Chế biến); 10, Nguyễn Công
Hoan; encounter with Mr. Vo Thanh Do, vice director and Mrs. Le Thi Bich Thu
Theme: R & D in rice sector
14h00 Visit to Vietnam Genetic Institute (VGI), Pham Van Dong road, Tu Liem, encounter with Prof. dr. Le Huy Ham, director and Dr. Le
Hung Linh, Head Molecular Biology Division, rice breeder
Theme: Sightseeing Vietnam
Visit to pagoda and nature park "Trang An" and "Bai Dinh" in Van Giand, Ninh Dinh province. See for more information HERITAGE,
Vietnam Airlines in-flight magazine
Theme: Innovation in rice processing:
14h00 Visit to Research Center for Development and Agricultural Systems (CASRAD), (Trung tâm Nghiên cứu và Phát triển Hệ thống
Nông nghiệp). Meeting with Dr. Dao The Anh, director and Mrs. Nguyen Ngoc Mai, remote sensing specialist.
20h00 Concert for Francophonie in Opera house
Theme: R&D and energy generation
07h30 Flight Vietnam Airlines from Ha Noi to Can Tho,
09h30 Enter "Holiday" hotel, near central market
14h30 Meeting with Nguyen The Ha, Sales Manager, BuiVanNgo company, manufacturer of rice mills, heaters for drying.
Theme: energy generation & Added value
Sight seeing in Can Tho; Visits to rice mills, sales offices and enterprises using rice husks for heating during paddy drying; view on new
"Wilmar-Agro" oil extraction plant in Hung Phu 1 Industrial Park, Tan Phu Ward, Cai Rang District, Can Tho City;
Theme: Innovation contract farming:
08h30 Visit to the recently established Can Tho Nam University; Meeting with Dr. Vo Tong Xuan on recent development is the Mekong
region and the rice production
11h30 Departure for Long Xuyen city, "Dong Xuyen" Hotel, An Giang province by Taxi
12h00 On the way to Long Xuyen, visit to "Wilmar Agro-Vietnam-CM Vang Limited Comapny"; unfortunately team access denied by
management. This plant is the former "Thot Not Rice Bran Collection Center"; in Thot Not Industrial Park, Thoi Thuan Ward, Thot Not
District, Can Tho City;
16h00 Arrival in Long Xuyen and search for "Green energy" Company
Theme: Product innovation:
08h30 Meeting with Mr. Tieu Minh Tam, director An Giang plant protection company, which works together with contract farmers for
quality improvement for exports.
11h00 Visit to An Giang regional agricultural exhibition to meet companies: Nam Nha engineering, a SME developing and constructing
dryers and husk heating components; supported by DANIDA;
13h00 Departure from An Giang to HCMC by taxi via ferry crossing Hau river, Dong Thap province, Sa Dec flower centre and entry in
hotel "Hoang Ngan" in HCMC;
Theme: Milling, storage, drying technology and export
09h00 Visit to "Anh Kim metallic JSC", deputy-director Mr. Ha Nghiep Tro, who redesigned a Chinese pelleting machine for Vietnamese
conditions and "Green Energy company", led by Ho Nguyen minh Khoi, director
11h00 Dong Tien company, director Nguyen Thanh Xuan, who sells Chinese pelleting machines in Vietnam
Theme: Conclusions & Report drafting
08h30 Discussion with representative of the "Southern Center for Agricultural Policy and Strategy" appears unfortunately not confirmed
by ICD/MARD-Ha Noi and theredore is cancelled;
15h20 HCMC Departure from Tan Son Nhat airport to China and Amsterdam, with flight no VN 0675

The program is drafted by Mr. Jan Van Huis, resident consultant in Ha Noi, +84.915.363.308; E: janvanhuis@gmail.com;
jan2004@netnam.vn
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Trung t©m Nghiªn cøu & Ph¸t triÓn HÖ thèng N«ng nghiÖp
Centre for Agrarian Systems Research & Development

Collective Trademark for Hoa vang sticky rice in Vietnam:
Certification with Intellectual Property Right registration
using Geographical name:

PhD. Dao The Anh

Luang Prabang, Lao,
06 March 2015

Context
Problems

Product
Hoa Vang sticky rice:
reputation, indigenous
specialty,..

- Seed degeneration, small-scale
production, No collective technical
protocol
- Selling paddy, mixed, consumers
can’t identify the true product

Farmer: Reduce production efficiency and product quality
Market: Low price

Consumer: Ought to pay high price for product with low quality

IMPROVE PRODUCER’S INCOME =
1. Establish farmer and production organization
2. Develop market and value chain

3. Product branding
2

RESEARCH-ACTION APPROACH
RESEARCH
• Production diagnosis
• Value chain appraisal and intervention for upgrading
• Institutional analysis
• Innovative Business scheme:
ACTION
CASRAD quality certification method with 4 steps:
1. Variety regeneration and Seed supply

2. Production organization
3. Value chain development
4. Community Trademark registration

3

Actions supporting farmers










Community Germplasm Nurseries: Regenerating a Super-elite seed
and multiplication group
Building and applying Collective Production Protocol with IPM and
oriented-SRI with Organic Manure use based on indigenous knowledge
Building Producer’s Association based on collaborative groups: input
supply, field control
Food Processing Parks (FPPs) managed by Local Association:
processing, grading, packaging and marketing
Value chain development: connecting with super market, shop, trade
faire



Registration Collective trademark



Annual Knowledge Fairs: to communicate and discuss the experience

ACTION
PRODUCTION ORGANIZATION & STRENGTHENING

Indigenous variety
regeneration

Improving intrinsic quality

Training
Collective
technical
protocol: low
chemical,
rich organic

Farmer organization
 Association specialized on
product and
Association
Group

Discussion

Linking
groups

Discussion
collective action

Participating to
contribute in the
decision

Farmer One product association
One product
production
Service 1

household 1

Service 2

Household 2

Service 3

Household 3

Service n

Household n

Self-organize
collective input
service

Collective
technical
protocol

Collective
decision

Sell product
1
Sell product
2
Sell product
3
Sell product
n

Self-organize
collective sale
7

POST-HAVERST and INNOVATIVE
BUSINESS MODEL
Before…
• Shifting from selling paddy to rice
• Good processing, packaging
Branding and by the association

After…

• Trading in high quality markets:
building stable relationships and
reputation

Improving extrinsic quality

8

IMPACTS ON MARKET

3. Retail brand,
supermarket

1. Branded,
private company

2. Collective
trademark

Rice retail and
wholesale agents,
supermarket

Supermarkets,
distributing agents

4. Untraced
products
(supermarket,
agents)
Source: CASRAD, consumer
market survey, 2009
9

In 2011: Registration of Collective trademark
Kinh mon sticky rice for Association by NOIP

10

Kinh mon Hoa vang Sticky rice Production &
Marketing Association evolution
From “small is beautiful”

To “bigger is powerful”

2006

2007

01
Group

03
Groups

Household
number

36

131

131

253

Area (ha)

2.3

10

10

20

7 000

30 000

Farmer
organization

Rice production
(kg)

2008

2009

2011

2012

363

376

376

23.4

25

25

90 000

90 000

2010
Association

35 000 70 000 80 000

Marketing results and Impact
Criteria

2006

2007

2008

2009

5 000

12 000

16 000

26 000

3746

5202

6126

11000

Wholesale price (vnd/kg)

13,000

18,000

23,000

23,500

Retail price (vnd/kg)

15,000

20,000

25,000

25,000

Quantity of paddy consumed (kg)
In which rice accounts (kg)

Price difference inside the association
comparison with free market (VND/kg)

4000-5000

Difference /ha in comparison with market
outside the association

Interest of the association (million VND)
Interest of household members (million VND)
Number of working days created (working day)

39%

3.4
11.55
40

2.7
38.15
90

9.5

36

44.95

106.9

85

160

Association’s roles in household


Improve members’ income
Norm



Hoa vang sticky rice
2006
Without
association

2011
With
association

Ratio of income from hoa vang sticky rice
production per turnover of a household (%)

2.63

17.00

Turnover from hoa vang sticky rice production of
a household (VND/year)

970, 007

6 ,780, 625

Area of hoa vang sticky rice cultivation of a
household (ha)

0.08

0.13

Amount of harvested hoa vang paddy rice of a
household (kg/year)

137

485

Conserve indigenous rice variety in the condition of farmer household
13

Upscaling the experience by CASRAD





Kinh mon district: plan 800 ha to 2020
Nearest area - Dong trieu district:
 50 ha with 625 farmer establishing Association
in 2012
 Collective trademark Dong trieu sticky rice
registered in 2013
 Impacts: 360 ha (before in 2011) to 527 ha
(after in 2013)
 Yields: 3,9 ton/ha (before) to 4,2 ton/ha (after)
Viet nam IP protection using geographical name
for agriculture (2014): 40 GIs, 120 Collective
trademarks and 15 Certification Trademarks
14

Conclusion






This IP protection using Geographical name and
value chain based certification approach should
be combine with Low carbon labeling
Action-research for pilot and business advisory
services support are needed for emerging
innovative business model
Potentiality for expansion in Viet nam and
ASEAN countries

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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RICE POLICY IN VIETNAM
Nguyen Trung Kien
Head of Commodity Markets Division
Institute of Policy and Strategy for Agriculture and Rural Development - IPSARD

CONTENT
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rice sector performance
Policy for rice supply
Policy for rice demand
Policy orientation and recommendation

Paddy production continues growing in despite of limiting land
60,0

50,0

Output (1000 tons)
Yield (quintal/ha)

Investment for
irrigation system

Technology
application

45000
40000

Yield (quintal/ha)

Decollectivization, Domestic
market
liberalization
40,0

30000
25000

30,0
20000
20,0

15000
10000

10,0
5000
0,0

•
•
•
•

Stagnation during 1976-1980
High growth, mostly contributed by yield growth along with the partial reform in 1981
Steady growth during 1986-2000 since the economic reform
Lower growth from 2005 with less cultivated area

0

Output (1000 tons)

35000

…Rice export reached record level in terms of volume and value
•
9.000

7.000

volume (000 ton)

6.000

Volume (000
ton)

3.500

•

3.000

Value (mil USD)
value (mil. USD)

8.000

4.000

2.500

5.000

2.000

4.000

•
•

1.500
3.000

2.000

1.000

-

1.000

500

-

•

Total export
quantity in
2013: 6,618
mil. tons
Export
turnover in
2013: 2,95 bil.
USD
Record export
volume in
2012: 8.05 mil
tons
Record export
value in 2012:
3.6 bil. USD
Record export
price in 2008:
1,005 USD/ton

World
rice
market
share in
quantity

ThepowerpointTemplates.com

Source: USDA, 2011

Vietnam has secured national food security
Per capita milled rice

Northern provinces
achieved food
sufficiency

Southern provinces
produced surplus
food (rice) for
export

Per capita foodgrain

Kg of milled rice equiv.
per capita in 2006
0 - 50
51 - 100
101 - 200
201 - 500
501 - 1500
1501 - 3000
3001 - 6763

ISSUES
• Ensure national food security
• Increase income for paddy farmer
• Sustainable development: sustainable
cultivation, cost decrease, reduce water
pollution and GHG, reduce post harvest loss,
increase refine and advanced processing and
by – product.

Policies for supply
1. Policy to protect rice land
2. Policy to convert rice land
3. Policy to improve production efficiency and added
value

8

High Surplus Will Remain to 2030
Under Any Realistic Scenarios
Rice surplus for different land and yield scenarios by 2030
Surplus in 1000 ton
10000
9000

8000

Rice Surplus 1

Rice surplus 2

7000
6000
5000
4000

3000
2000
1000
0
2,500 2,600 2,700 2,800 2,900

3,00

3,100 3,200 3,300 3,400 3,500 3,600 3,700 3,800

Area in million ha
Surplus1 for Middle Case Yield Assumption
Surplus2 for Worst Case Yield Assumption

Total rice consumption and consumption per capita
is starting to decrease
Rice consumption/ per capita in
Asian countries (Kg/year) (2012)

Income and rice consumption
per capita in China, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Thailand, and the
Philippines: 1995-2005

Myanmar

160

Vietnam

135

5000

Philippin

128

4500

Indonesia

104

China

95

South Korea

88

Malaysia

80

India

77

Japan

45

4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
50

70

90

110

130

150

170

190

Growth in the domestic market - changing scale and
consumption structure of food stuff and food
2010: 30 billion USD

8%

7%

8%

15%

20%
24%

10%
10%

Source: WB

5%

30%

15%

Cereal
Ngũ
cốc
Rau
quả
Vegetable

2020: $65 -70 billion USD?

20%
15%

Meat
Thịt
Thủy
sản
Seafood

Ngũ
cốc
Cereal
Thủy
sản
Seafood
Đường, sữa, bánh kẹo
Sugar, milk, candy

13%
Thịt
Meat
Ăn
ngoài
Others

Rau
quả
Vegetable
Đồ
uống
Drinks
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Small Scale production
Nationwide

0.5 – 2
ha
13%

> 2ha
2%

Mekong River Delta

< 0.2ha
50%

0.2 –
<0.5
35%

> 2 ha
13%

<0.2
ha
9%

0.2 –
<0.5
ha
30%

0.5 – 2
ha
48%

Source: Agrocensus , 2011

• 85% of rice growers < 0.5 ha
• The biggest specialized rice production area: 38.4% HHs <0,5ha

Households’ income by rice production scale
Scale

Average
income/month/person

% income from
rice cultivation

< 1 ha

849

18

1-2 ha

1185

24

2,01-3

1901

35

>3ha

1953

67

Total

1312

41

Source: World Bank, 2010

The income of large rice growers (>3ha) is 8.6 higher than small-scale growers
(<1ha)
The bigger the production scale is, the higher the proportion of rice income in the
total income is

Cost – profit /1kg of long grain rice with 5% broken rice
Factor

Farmer Trader

Rice
Dryer

Miller/ Exporting
Total
Polishing enterprises

Cost (VND
1000/ton)

4990

62

180

540

222

5993

% Cost

83%

1%

3%

9%

4%

100%

Profit (VND
1000/ton)

1445

76

121

260

809

2711

% Profit

53%

3%

4%

10%

30%

100%

Source: IPSARD, 2014

The rate of fertilizer price increase is higher than the
rate of production growth and selling price increase
Price
Giá
lúaof
tẻregular
thườngrice

16.000

Price
Giá
NPKof PNK fertilizer
14.000

Price
Giá
Ure of nitrogen fertilizer

12.000

10.000

8.000

6.000

4.000

2.000

1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5 7 9 11 1 3 5
2008

Source: Agroinfo

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Import and price of material for animal feed is increasing
while the rice export is facing difficulties
650,0

4.000.000

600,0

3.500.000

550,0

3.000.000

500,0
2.500.000
450,0
2.000.000
400,0

1.500.000

Giá trị XK gạo
(000USD)

Giá trị NK TACN và
Nguyên
liệu(000USD)
Gía gạo XK
(USD/Ton)
Gía Ngô NK

350,0
1.000.000

300,0

250,0

500.000

200,0

-

2009

2010

Source: GSO, Hiệp hội TACN

2011

2012

2013

Gía Đậu tương
NK

Policy to increase production efficiency and added
value
Production
Reduce inputs
New techniques
Change crops

Post-harvest
processing
Reduce losses
Refined and deep
processing
By-product processing

Organization, Linkage
Increase scale
Mechanize
Synchronic technique
Develop brand name

- Limited skills, lack of
monitoring
- Lack of
comprehensive
infrastructure
investment
- High initial investment
cost, Lack of capitals
- Weak cooperative
- Weak enterprise
encouragement policy

3R3Gs:
Increased
35%
efficiency
1M5Rs:
and10%
value
SFLF:
addition
4,8%

Used water volume for rice production (mᶾ/ton)
Total volume of water
m3/t
2500
2000

Contaminated water volume due to
the overuse of fertilizer with high
nitrogen content

m3/t
140
120
100

1500
1000
500
0

Source: Twente University, Enschede, Netherland (2010)

80
60
40
20
0

Used Fertilizer/ Agricultural Area
100kg/ha
3,00
2,50
2,00
1,50

1,00
0,50
1961
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009

0,00

Source:
FAO
Nguồn: FAO

Trung
ChinaQuốc

Ấn
Độ
India

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand
Thái
Lan

Vietnam
Việt
Nam

Cost-Profit Comparison among large rice exporters
Location

Zhejiang

Tamil Nadu

China

India

0.18

Varieties

Western

Suphan Buri

Can Tho

Nueva Ecija

Indonesia

Thailand

Vietnam

Philippines

2.13

0.86

3.27

0,89

1.80

87

51

21

142

68

70

Fertilizers

149

95

153

205

251

216

Pesticides

61

23

185

205

251

216

Labor

1231

300

1002

208

261

766

Total production cost

1621

689

1591

1136

910

1588

Cost/yield unit ($/kg)

0.244

0.147

0.235

0.206

0.134

0.249

Net profit
($/ha)2014
Nguồn:
Mohanty,

1633

420

993

1128

419

645

Average area per capita

Java

Cost ($/ha)

\\\\

•High quality,
low loss, clear
traceability
•High profit: $4050/ton

Vietnam’s Rice Value Chain
4%
2%

Satellite Storage
to export

70%

Input:
Varieties

Fertilizers

10%

72%
26%

Farmer

Trader

Miller,

89%

Exporter

Polish

Pesticides

24%
2%

•Unstable rice quality, high loss, untraceability
•Low profit ($5-10/ton)
•Longer transportation time (7-10
days)
Source: IPSARD, 2014

1%
2%

Wholesalers/
Retailers

• High loss, un-traceability
•Low competitiveness, be shrank in the near
future

Support policy to farmers
Objective: Increase farmers’ income from agricultural production
Content:
 Exempt poor households and agricultural households in difficult
communes from agricultural land use tax
 Reduce 50% of agricultural land use tax for the rest of households
 Support loans with preferential interests to buy machines, materials
to serve agricultural production
 Exempt from irrigation tax
 Invest to science and technology, agricultural extension
 Subsidize seeds
 Develop rural infrastructure
 New rural development
22
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POLICY FOR RICE DEMAND
1.
2.
3.
4.

Export management mechanism
Rice exporting conditions
Procurement
Domestic price stabilization

Downward trend in Percentage of G2G contract (%)
% of G2G contract
70%
66,4%
60%
50%

49,2%

48,0%
42,7%

40%

41,0%

30%
24,0%
20%
10%
0%

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Vietnam rice export market
structure (%)
100
90
3,72
14,40

80

Russia
6,60

70
60

4,13
11,84

Indonesia

33,75
9,17

Hongkong

9,30

Singapore

14,93

50

7,79
6,39
6,55

40

9,42

32,41

Ghana
Philippines

12,67

30

Angola

Cote d' Ivoie

15,77

Malaysia

20

36,70

4,60
28,23

10

4,08

9,67

0

6,08
1,87

5,32

2010

2011

Source: UNCOMTRADE

2012

2013

China

Upward trend in Vietnam fragrant rice exporting
4.000.000
3.500.000

Export volume by rice varieties (ton)

3.000.000

2010
2.500.000

2011
2012

2.000.000

2013
1.500.000

1.000.000
500.000
-

2-10%broken 15-25%
rice
broken rice

25-50%
Jasmine rice
broken rice

Brown rice

Sticky rice

Broken rice

Others

Downward trend in the difference of exporting
price between Vietnam and Thailand
Unit: USD/ton

650
600
550
500
450
400
350
300
1

3

5

7

9 11 1

2010

3

5

7

9 11 1

2011

5% broken Thai rice
Vietnam 25% broken rice

Source: AGROINFO

3

5

7

9 11 1

3

5

2012

7
2013

9 11 1
2014

Vietnam 5% broken rice
Vietnam 25% broken rice
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POLICY ISSUES

 Lack of linkages between farmers and export
enterprises
 Unfair competition
 The supports of temporary
storage procurement of paddy and rice has only
indirect impact on farmers only
 Interventions are not at the right time
 Lack of monitoring on procurement scheme
 Limited impact of domestic rice stabilization

28

Unclear impact of storage procurement policy

Nguồn: Tính toán từ Agro-data các năm)

Retail Price Stabilization
14.000
CT: 03/2008/CTBTC (01/12/2008)

CT: 03/CT-BTC
(31/12/2009)

12.000

10.000

8.000

6.000

CT: 05/CTBTC
(22/12/2010)

4.000

CT: 03/CT-BTC
(12/12/2011)

2.000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 1 2 3 4 5
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

30

Policy Orientation and
Recommendation

31

Mixed Rate of Recent Achievement of Policy Objectives
Related to Rice
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

POLICY FOR RICE SUPPLY
Orientation

Recommendation

Monitor supply

- Focus to support for export specialization areas
- Support directly to commune governments for
rice production

Convert to annual crop
for animal feed
production

- Allow to flexible rice land conversion based on
approved projection
- Support to corn or soy-bean production similar
to rice production at least

Increase the production
efficiency and value
added of rice value
chain

- Integrated investment
- Increase concenssional and long term credit for
farmers and cooperatives
- Improve the efficiency of extension and
monitoring system of sustainable production
process
- Promote land consolidation and accumulation
- Attract private investment
33

POLICY FOR RICE DEMAND
Orientation

Recommendation

Open market

- Ensure the competitive environment among
enterprises
- Set up conditions for exported enterprises
- Develop new markets (South America, Africa,
Middle East)
- Promote market integration (trade agreement,
product exchanges)

Improve value
added

- Create the most favorable condition for enterprises:
• Direct linkages to farmers produce high quality
rice (e.g Japonica, Jasmine, Parboiled rice)
• Invest in processing and by-products
• Branding activities

Stabilize market

- Prioritize to exporters who have direct global market
linkage
- Vouchers for vulnerable groups; promote food-for34
work programs

Thank you!
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Annex 7: CHANGING PATTERNS OF RICE GROWING IN THE MEKONG DELTA
Vo-Tong Xuan, D. Agr. (Kyushu U.), Angiang University, Long xuyen, Angiang, Vietnam

ABSTRACT

The Vietnamese Mekong Delta is located at the estuaries of the Mekong river system where all the
consequences of upstream management are found. Its highly impermeable and moderately flat
physiography impounds the huge quantity of monsoon rains and overflows of the Mekong system. This
results in annual flooding of the delta. Depending on the elevation of each area, generations after
generations, farmers adapted to the natural conditions by selecting suitable growing methods to produce
enough rice for subsistence. Because of the annual abrupt inundation of the land, in the old days prior to
1966 farmers only relied on transplanting of rice using long duration, photosensitive rice varieties. In
floating rice areas farmers direct broadcast rice seeds, which possess an elongating gene. In the
backswamp areas, they transplanted photosensitive rice with medium, or long growth duration (one crop
per year), and the non-photosensitive short duration rice varieties (two crops per year, often as a crop
after the main rice season). Thanks to the canal system excavated by the French, mainly use for
navigation in the delta, rice acreage increased (420,000 ha in 1880 to 2,100,000 ha in 1930) as the length
of the canals was increased. Starting 1966, new rice varieties (HYV) from the International Rice Research
Institute were introduced with the whole package of practices (inorganic fertilizers, pesticides, and
irrigation water) that enabled farmers to double crop widely. Until 1971, 400,000 ha of HYV were planted.
The brown planthopper or BPH (Nilaparvata lugens) infested the delta at this time, prompted a change in
the genetic make-up of HYV. New BPH-resistant HYVs were introduced to minimize the damage by
BPH. After the end of the war in 1975, the new government led an all-out campaign to increase rice
production. Everybody in the country had to participate. Irrigation canals were excavated further; newer
HYVs were introduced and bred locally. As a result, the floating rice area diminished, and the long
duration traditional rice of the main season was contracted, to give way for double crop of HYV rices. The
rapid increase in BPH-resistant HYVs had caused a second outbreak of the BPH, this time the biotype 2
BPH. In 1977, hundreds of thousand farmers were impoverished, had to eat finely shredded banana
stems instead of rice. Several biotype 2 BPH resistant rice varieties were developed while farmers were
taught new technique in multiplication of new seeds, and by the end of 1979 production was back to
normal. Under the pressure of the government, farmers continued to increase their rice production:
double crop, triple crop, even in many areas they grew 7 rice crops in two years without letting the soil to
rest. The acreage under HYV rapidly increased to more than 2.5 million ha in 1988, milestone of doi moi
policy in Vietnam, brought Vietnam back to the rank of rice exporting countries which Vietnam enjoyed in
the old days until 1968. Rice surplus accompanied by low rice price has kept farm income always low.
Farmers, without the approval of the government, quietly started diversifying their production by
integrating fruit tree, fishes, shrimp, and other animal production into their rice land, and kept mostly two
rice crops per year only. Finally in 2000 the government officially recognized the diversification policy.
Vietnam rice production will be kept at a reasonable quantity so that rice farmers could derive better
income in the future.

INTRODUCTION
Rice is the dearest crop of the Vietnamese people. Through archaeological relics 1 dated to 5,000-6,000
BC charred rice grains showed that rice growing rooted to the main occupation of our ancestors.
Throughout our history, Vietnam had to undergo more than 1,000-accumulative-year Chinese
domination, 100-year French colonization, and 30-year American war. Food production went through
the ups and downs until at last from 1989, Vietnam emerged from a near famine state to stand in the rank
of the world's three largest rice exporters. The annual exported quantity of 3 to 4 MMT of rice was a result
of both the determination of governance and hard works of the Mekong Delta (MKD) people. Living on this
young and fertile mass of land at the southernmost end of the Vietnamese peninsula, the indigenous and

1

Duong Hong Dat et al. 1994. History of Vietnamese Agriculture. Agricultural Publishing House, Hanoi.

migrant people had learnt to live in harmony with nature to survive the harsh natural weather and climate.
As the population pressure becomes stronger, they have to resorted to other means --improved technology,
increased irrigation systems, and availability of inputs. All these plus the rapid change in government policy
have contributed to the big leap in Vietnamese rice exports. On the average, agricultural production values
(including animal products and captured fishery products) contributes 49% gross national products and 42%
total export values2. The Mekong Delta (MD) supplies more than half of the rice output and 60% of the
fishery production, much of these quantities are for export. However the Mekong Delta farmers in particular,
and Vietnamese farmers in general, are in a disadvantageous position because while production costs are
higher, the export values of their products are cheaper compared to those of their neighboring countries.
The main reason for this injustice is that since the MKD agricultural production systems are so much
artificially manipulated regardless the unstable agroclimatic foundation and the state-owned enterprises
(SOE) bias economic policy.

Aggravating the low-income status of the MKD rice farmers, new

unemployment force keeps growing by more than a million per annum. The challenges to the realization of
rice production potential of the MKD is thus tantamount.
THE NATURAL CONDITIONS OF THE MEKONG DELTA


Variable Geology and Soils. The Mekong Delta, the southernmost region of Vietnam from Longan
province to Camau province, extending from 8o30' to 11o N and from 104o30' to 107o E, is just a young
land mass formed not more than 10,000 years ago. It is located at the estuaries of the Mekong river
system where all the consequences of upstream management are found. This four-million-ha plain
has been deposited with alluvium carried by the Mekong River, 4,000-km all the way from Tibet, and
with marine accretions through epochs of sea level changes. At each new sea level, a new shoreline
was formed, and eventually became a sand bar. Today hundreds of sand bars run parallel to the
present coastlines. Between the sand bars, ancient mangroves added organic matter to both riverain
and marine alluvium providing ideal conditions for the formation of the present acid sulphate soils. The
combined actions of the river and the sea have formed good alluvial soils on elevated levees along
riverside and acid sulphate soils in depressed backswamps such as the Plain of Reeds, the
Longxuyen-Hatien quadrangle, and the Trans-Bassac depression. Thus, the majority of the soils of
the MD is young alluvium, about 40 percent of which is affected by problem soils (acid sulphate soils
and seasonal saline soils)3.



Contrasting Hydrology and Climate. The monsoon climate of the Mekong Delta is influenced by the
river flow and the diurnal tidal movement of the Eastern Sea and the semi-diurnal tidal movement of
the Western Sea. The annual rainfall of 1,400 to 2,400 mm (Figure 1) combined with the high flow of
about 40,000 m3/sec of the Mekong river result in regular floods of 0.5 to 1.5 m during the wet season
(May to November, with highest flood in September) on this poorly drained depressed areas.
Contrarily, these entire areas become totally dry during the dry season (December to April) as the river

See `Vietnam Agricultural Sector Review,' VIE/88/033, UNDP/FAO/WB/State Commission on Planning.
Nguyen Bao Ve et al. 1989. Soil map of the Mekong Delta. Report to Program 60-02, State Commission on Science, Hochiminh
City.
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flow is reduced to less than 1,800 m3/sec. The average temperature during the coolest months
(December-January) is 23o-25o and during the warmest month (April) 32o-33o.


Diverse Human Resources. The region is inhabited by Vietnamese, Cambodians, Chinese, and a
small number of Cham people, at a population density of 355 persons/km2. However, the population
distribution is quite uneven, few people live on problem soils areas where land resources are
untapped. Many talented people have resettled here for centuries. During the 300-year exploitation
of the then swampy region, the pioneer Vietnamese established resettlements in places most suitable
for rice production, leaving the acid soils untouched. The wars further prevented the development of
these areas. It is only during the last peaceful 25 years that all efforts by the government and the
farmers have changed the faces of the Mekong Delta. Yet until the beginning of the Third Millennium
the 17 million MKD inhabitants are still concentrating in large towns and cities; while the average
population density is 355 persons/ km2, in remote areas the figure does not pass 100 persons/km2.

The MKD farmers are generally hard working, versatile, and very adaptive to the natural conditions
of their land and seas. They have been taking advantage of the nature to build up a sustainable
way of life, first priority is to secure enough to eat. Many of them, highly receptive to new
technologies, are among the early agricultural entrepreneurs who quitted a subsistence life to live in
greater prosperity. They transform their monocrop of 180- to 210-day traditional rice having only
1 t/ha/year to two crops of 100-day modern rice getting 8 to 10 t/ha/year when the first (man-made)
non-photosensitive rice variety IR8 was introduced to the MKD in 1968.
RICE GROWING IN THE MKD BEFORE 1968.
The geologic formation of the MKD resulted in a heterogeneous physiography that Takaya et al4
described as an undulated land surface particularly in the active delta apex (the estuary region) as a result
of alluvial deposits over the centuries. Erosions and deposits are continuous processes along water
courses: new islets formed while some part of the riverbanks taken away. The first Vietnamese settlers in
the MKD had to clear the jungles and swamps to make a living. They chose areas of high elevation to
build shelters in order to avoid the annual flooding. Having a shelter, next they chose suitable place to
grow rice using the genetic resources naturally selected and available in situ. Thus the natural rice
growing areas were distinguished into three main regions (see Figure 2):


The low-lying region, subjected to annual flooding from 1 to 5 meters: farmers grew floating rice.



The moderately depressed region, subjected to intermediate flooding from 0.3 to 1 meter late in the
rainy season: farmers practice double transplanting of rice; and



The elevated region, not flooded by river water but subjected to rainwater inundation, including the
coastal high plains, Plain of Reeds, the western depression, and backswamps: farmers grew single
transplanted rice.

Takaya, Y., Y. Kaida, and H. Fukui. 1974. Interim report on an agro-environmental study of the Mekong Delta in Vietnam.
South East Asian Studies 12(2): 123.
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With only few settlers on huge rice areas, the production soon exceeded demand. The rice trade of the
MKD started soon since the beginning of the 20th century. To transport the excess rice, the most logical
means was by waterways, thus the excavation of navigational canals was first initiated by the Nguyen
dynasty in 1824.5 The excavation of the intricate canal system of the MKD was most extensively
accomplished during the French colonization period. Charles Robequain 6 recorded a five-fold increase
in rice areas within a 50-year span, from 1880 to 1930 (see Figure 3a to 3h). By 1930, the rice acreage
in the MKD had reached 2.43 M ha, only about 200,000 ha less than that in 2000. Figure 4 shows the
different rice areas in the year 1995 contrasting those in Figure 2.
Under this natural condition, we can distinguish the following practices in rice growing:
1) One main rice crop


Direct seeded in floating rice zones: uses of three types of traditional floating rice cultivars: early,
medium, and late maturing.



Double transplanted on medium flooded soils: uses of two types of traditional semi-deepwater rice
cultivars: medium and late maturing varieties for double transplanting.



Double of single transplanted on shallow drainage system: uses of two types of traditional semideepwater rice cultivars: medium and late maturing varieties.

2) One main rice crop followed by a dry season short duration crop
The short duration crop may be short duration rice, mungbean, corn, water melon, squash, etc.
3) Two short duration traditional rice crops
In this practice the farmers used two short duration rice varieties, one crop during the early part of
the wet season, then another crop after harvesting.
RICE GROWING FROM 1968 TO 1975
When the International Rice Research Institute at Los Banos, Philippines, started releasing the
modern rice varieties IR8 and IR5, the Ministry of Agriculture of South Vietnam, through the U.S.
Agency for International Development, imported an initial seed quantity to distribute free to selected
MDK farmers to grow 40,000 ha.7 The seeds came complete with fertilizers and pesticides. Unlike the
traditional varieties, these modern varieties (HYV) are non-photosensitive, short duration (120-140
days), and high yielding enabled farmers to plant any time of the year. Farmer’s acceptance of the
new seeds was so great that in the following years, areas planted with HYV increased many-fold,
replacing the traditional ones:
Traditional rice
(ha)

(MT)

1968

1,999,000

5,141,200

1973

1,489,800

3,105,200

High yielding rice
(ha)

(MT)
40,000

148,000

549,200 2,036,000

Duong Hong Dat et al, op. cit.
Robequain, Charles. 1939. L'évolution économique de l'Indochine française. P. Hartmann, Ed. L'Histoire Vagabonde Villefranche sur Saône, France - 04 74 68 40 37.
7
Vo-Tong Xuan. 1975. Rice cultivation in the Mekong Delta - Present situation and potentials for increased production. South
East Asian Studies 13(1):88-111.
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The new HYV may be planted either in rainfed condition or in completely irrigated condition.
Rain-fed condition: usually farmers transplanted one HYV crop followed by a traditional medium or
late growth duration varieties.
Irrigated condition: farmers tried to make full use of the available water to grow one HYV crop at the
start of the rainy season, then let a flood fallow to get alluvial sediments. Then when water in the field
is about to recede, farmers harrow the field and transplanted a second HYV crop.
In either case, there were drawbacks: the rainy season HYV crop always mature when flood water
submerged the fields. Farmers had to dive into the water to harvest and then transported the cut rice
by boats. They wanted to avoid this situation, and demand from research new varieties with shorter
duration. They tried to save time by not transplanting, but using their skills in direct broadcasting seeds
as if they do with floating rice practice.
Many private operators saw the possibility of making business by irrigation water; they invested in
small scheme irrigation system to provide water to everybody within the system for a fee. With the
new introduction of shorter HYV (110-120 days) such as variety TN73-2, the areas under HYV further
increased at the expense of losing rice biodiversity rapidly. In 1973, the first brown planthopper (BPH)
damage was spotted. This tiny insect devastated hundreds of thousands hectares of HYV areas,
prompted the research of new, BPH-resistant HYVs. The variety IR26 came to the fields and save
millions of farmers.
RICE GROWING FROM 1976 to 1996
After the reunification of Vietnam, the new government concentrated all effort to assure food security
for a postwar country. Further increase in irrigation schemes were realized by all the people,
regardless of professions. “Making irrigation” had become a new duty not only for farmers but also for
every other Vietnamese citizen. Simultaneously, rice researchers are mobilized to develop newer and
higher yielding BPH-resistant varieties.
In 1977, a new biotype of BPH started occurring, damaging heavily all the BPH-resistant IR26 and
TN73-2. Hundreds of thousands farmers had to sell all their belongings in order to save their rice in
vain. Perhaps this was the darkest period in our rice history. Rice farmers had to eat banana stems
instead of rice because their rice fields were all burnt by the biotype 2 of the BPH. The rice research
program of the University of Canto (UCT) in collaboration with IRRI developed new biotype 2 BPHresistant variety IR36.
Changing technique in seed multiplication: for the first time rice farmers learnt new technique in seed
multiplication. Two thousand of UCT students, each with one kg of IR36 seed, were sent to all over the
MKD to show farmers how to plant 1/10 ha with just only 1 kg of seed. Normally, farmers used 10-15
kg for each 1/10 ha. Within two cropping seasons, the BPH damage was stopped totally.
Triple cropping of 90~105 day HYV rice: with very early HYV (less than 105 days) many farmers grow
three crops per year; even some grow 7 crops in 2 years. To do so, they must build dikes surrounding
their fields to prevent the overflow of the river. Some dikes are as high as 3 meters! This practice,
while producing more rice for the country, turns out to be very costly to the farmers. It costs more
money to build and maintain the dikes, more expenses to pump out and in the water, more fertilizers,

and more pesticides. The environment within the dikes also degrades – more polluted water, less
alluvial sediments, less aqua-resources.
With excessive production of rice, rice prices keep falling, lower farm income substantially.
RICE GROWING FROM 1997 to date
Diversification of rice growing: as rice income is decreasing, many farmers found that they cannot
stay on with rice alone. Occasionally some smart farmers integrated an upland crop, such as mungbean, soybean, sesame, corn..., between their two rice crops, or raise fish, shrimp, or duck with their rice
successfully. In non-rice land, many kinds of fruit trees are bountiful. Some farmers can plant even
coffee and black pepper. On acid sulphate soils, Melaleuca spp., Eucalyptus spp., Acacia spp. and
cashew can thrive very well; pineapple, sugarcane, kenaf, jute, yam (Dioscorea esculenta) and cassava
bring an income for the new settlers in these places. The research on rice based farming systems was
thus officially recognized by the rice-minded government policy. In June 2000 finally the government
issued an official authorization to all provincial leaders and farmers to restructure agricultural
production in their respective ecosystems. They do not have to grow rice if it is not profitable.
Today agricultural diversification is the latest business of the versatile and hard working MKD farmers.
FACTORS AFFECTING THE CHANGES
Looking back at our history, Vietnamese rice production has experienced many periods of changes for
higher level. Unfortunately not all the achieved high levels are sustainable due to the continuous
evolution of biotic factors (particularly the BPH, rice blast disease, etc.) and the degrading
environments. These changes were attributed to:


Population pressure



Political will
o

The government motto is “all for food security”

o

Stabilizing rice price to keep the non-rice sector affordable the stable food.



Continuous introduction of new rice varieties



New irrigation facilities
o



Empoldering of high yielding zones

Availability of agrochemicals

CONCLUSION
Despite all effort, the Mekong Delta still has a long way to prosperity. So far most investments were
given to irrigation systems to help increasing rice production. As world rice price is decreasing year after
year, the income of all rice farmers is badly affected. Other infrastructures such as rural roads and
bridges, transportation, communications, housings, health and specially education received much less
investments. Hopefully these difficulties will be overcome in a very near future. By then the productive
farmers in the Mekong Delta will find a strong domestic market and attractive overseas markets for their
products.

Evolution of rice production
and fertilization practices in
the Mekong Delta
Dr. Vo-Tong Xuan
Professor of Agronomy
Angiang University, Viet Nam

INTRODUCTION
Rice growing – basic
profession of the
Vietnamese people since
4,000-6,000 BC.
Drawings of man and
woman pounding rice on
Ngoc Lu brass drums -

Topics covered
• Brief history of rice production in the
Vietnamese Mekong Delta.
– Pre-historic time – nomadic, subsistent
– Feudal period –
– Colonized period more irrigation and drainage
– Independent period P fertilizer trad rice, HYV in 1968 with NPK
– Unification period too many fert maerials

Rice in the old days
• Rice in the pre-historic era

– Nomadic live, slash and burn, natural soil fertility
exploited

• Rice in the feudal period

– Expansion southward, clearing swamps in lowland.
– Excavation of canals them Thoai Ngoc Hau
– Traditional rice: single transplanted, double
transplanted, and floating rice.

• practice of growing one or two crops of leguminous species
(mungbean and red bean) before rice.

– Continuation of slash and burn agriculture

Colonized period
• French governors continued to mobilize
farmers to excavate more canals in the MKD
– for drainage and transport navigation. The
Rach Gia – Ha Tien canal
• Rice areas expanded as canals went.
• Traditional rice with organic replenishment:
– Leguminous crop bf rice
– Sweet potato bf rice
– Sesbania sesban bf rice

Rice systems in the Mekong Delta 1974

The Vietnamese Mekong Delta
at the
estuaries of
the Mekong
river system
where all
consequences of
upstream
management
are found.

The land of the Mekong Delta
• 4 mil ha with alluvial along
river, acid sulfate soils in
backswamps, and saline
affected along the coast.
• Highly impermeable and
moderately flat
physiography impounds the
huge quantity of monsoon
rains and overflows of the
Mekong system.
• This results in annual
flooding of the delta in the
rainy season, while in the
dry season, drought is
becoming more and more
severe.

Rice growing, the oldest profession
• Depending on the
elevation of each area,
generations after
generations, farmers
adapted to the natural
conditions by
selecting suitable
growing methods to
produce enough rice
for subsistence.

Rice production prior to 1966
• Because of the
annual abrupt
inundation of the land,
in the old days prior to
1966 farmers only
relied on transplanting
of rice using long
duration,
photosensitive rice
varieties.
FERTILIZATION ONLY BY RICE STRAW LEFT OVER BY PREVIOUS RICE
CROP AND RESIDUES FROM LEGUMINOUS CROPS (MUNGBEAN, RED
BEAN) BEFORE TRANSPLANTING RICE.

Floating rice

In areas where water level reached 1-3 meters, farmers
grew floating rice, which possess an elongat-ing gene, by
direct broadcast rice seeds, then let nature takes care after
7 months to harvest.
FERTILIZATION ONLY BY RICE STRAW LEFT OVER BY PREVIOUS
FLOATING RICE CROP AND RESIDUES FROM LEGUMINOUS CROPS

Double transplanting rice
• In moderately
flooded areas,
farmers practice double
transplanting
method, using
medium to late
duration
traditional rice.
FERTILIZATION BY LIME AND PHOSPHATIC MATERIAL, PLUS RICE STRAW
LEFT OVER BY PREVIOUS RICE CROP PLUS CHOPPED WEEDS AND
RESIDUES FROM LEGUMINOUS CROPS (MUNGBEAN, RED BEAN,
SESBANIA) OR SWEET POTATO CROP BEFORE TRANSPLANTING RICE.
COW AND BUFFALO DUNGS WERE USED, TOO.

Organic fertilizers for traditional rice

C

A
D

B

Thoroughly
incorporate
residues from
soybean (A),
mungbean (B),
Sesbania sesban
(C), sweet potato
(D) into the
soils before
transplanting rice.

Single transplanted rice
and they also
plant the nonphotosensitive
short duration
rice varieties
(two crops per
year, often as
a crop after the
main rice
season).
In the backswamp areas, they transplanted
photosensitive rice with medium, or long
growth duration (one crop per year)

FERTILIZATION
SIMILAR TO DOUBLE
TRANSPLANTING
RICE

Expansion of
rice areas of
the Mekong
Delta.
Thanks to the canal system
excavated by the Viet
Kingdom since 1818, then
by the French since 1903,
mainly use for navigation in
the delta, rice acreage
increased (420,000 ha in
1880 to 2,100,000 ha in
1930) as the length of the
canals was increased.

Introduction of high yield, short
duration rice from IRRI

Starting 1966, new
rice varieties (HYV)
IR8, IR5 from the
International Rice
Research Institute
were introduced with
the whole package of
practices (inorganic
fertilizers, pesticides,
and irrigation water).

But the short duration is not short enough to for rice to mature
before the onset of flood water. We had to select newer
varieties that can be harvested within 100 days. This enabled
farmers to double crop widely.

The infestation of brown planthopper.
• 1971: HYV spread to 400,000 ha.
• The brown planthopper or BPH
(Nilaparvata lugens) infested the
delta, prompted a change in the
genetic make-up of HYV. New
BPH-resistant HYVs
were introduced to
minimize the damage
by BPH.
FERTILIZATION BY
INCORPORATED RICE STRAW
AND RESIDUES FROM
LEGUMINOUS CROPS, PLUS
INORGANIC DAP/16-16-8
FERTILIZER RATE 50-40-0 (40)

Rice production in peace time
After the end of the
war in 1975, the new
government led an
all-out campaign to
increase rice
production.
Everybody in the
country had to
participate.
FERTILIZATION BY
INCORPORATED RICE
STRAW PLUS
• More irrigation canals were excavated;
INORGANIC RATE 80• Newer HYVs were introduced and bred60-40 + various foliars

locally.

Infestation of
BPH-2
As the floating rice area
diminished, and the long
duration traditional rice of the
main season was contracted,
double cropping of BPHresistant HYV rices expanded
rapidly. Technology: high
seeding rate (>200 kg/ha) and
high urea rate (>100 kg N/ha)
unbalanced fertilization
stimulated BPH and rice blast
and sheathblight.
The new outbreak of the BPH,
this time the biotype 2 BPH,
inflicted great losses.

Severe infestation of BPH-2
• In 1977, hundreds of
thousand farmers were
impoverished, had to eat
finely shredded banana
stems instead of rice.
Several biotype-2 BPH
resistant rice varieties
were developed while
farmers were taught new
technique in multiplication
of new seeds, and by the
end of 1979 production
was back to normal.

Mining the soils
• Under pressure of the
government, farmers
continued to increase
their rice production:
double crop, triple crop,
even in many areas
they grew 7 rice crops
in two years without
letting the soil to rest.
FERTILIZATION BY INCORPORATED RICE STRAW AND GREATLY
UNBALANCE INORGANIC FERTILIZERS: EXCESSIVE NITROGEN WHILE
DEFICIENT P AND K. AS SUCH, N RATES KEEP INCREASING CROP AFTER
CROP – PRESENTLY AT ABOUT 150 KG N/HA.

Resuming rice export
The acreage under
HYV rapidly
increased to more
than 2.5 million ha in
1988, milestone of
doi moi policy in
Vietnam, brought
Vietnam back to the
rank of rice exporting
countries since 1989,
which Vietnam
enjoyed in the old
days until 1968.

Clandestin diversification
Rice surplus
accompanied by low
rice price has kept
farm income always
low. Farmers, without
the approval of the
government, quietly
started diversifying
their production by
integrating fruit tree,...

Diversification

...fishes, shrimp, and other animal production into their
rice land, and kept mostly two rice crops per year only.

The second rice exporting country
• Finally in 2000 the
government officially
recognized the diversification
policy. But most local leaders
in Vietnam want rice
production continues to
increase 1 mil ha per annum.
It is easy to increase
production but very difficult to
increase rice farmers’ income.
• The reason: mainly wrong
fertilization (too much N)
causing more insects, and
diseases that need control.
Emission of N2O.

Pesticide use in Vietnam
(General Statistical Office and Ministry of Trade, 2004)
www.gso.gov.vn and www.mot.gov.vn
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Fertilizer use in Vietnam
(General Statistical Office and Ministry of Trade, 2004)
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RICE EXPORTS IN THOUSANDS OF METRIC TONS,
BANGKOK AND SAIGON, 1860-1910
(Adapted from: Owen, N.G. 1971. The Rice Industry of Mainland
Southeast Asia, 1850–1914, Journal of the Siam Society 259: 75–
143.)

Saigon

AREA (1,000 ha) PLANTED IN RICE, MEKONG
DELTA, 1872-1980

Source: Owen, N.G. 1971. The Rice Industry of Mainland Southeast Asia, 1850–
1914, Journal of the Siam Society 259: 75–143.

Wrong fertilization practice
• Farmers in free access to
16 types of fertilizers
which amount to more
than 2,000 brands
ranging from inorganic to
organic and biologic
fertilizers.
• Major causes for
increasing production
cost: overdose of N, offbalance of P-K, add foliar
fertilizers, too dense
seeding rate, too much
pesticides.

Current trend: Biofertilizers
combined with inorganic fertilizers
One example: DASVILA
• Azospirillum sp…..109
cfu/ml
• Pseudomonas sp…109
cfu/ml
Can save farmers 40% cost.
There are 21 brands
registered with MARD.

Importation of fertilizers
• Despite our urea and
phosphate plants, VN
continues to import
urea, DAP,
phosphatic and
potash elementary
fertilizers for local
formulation.
• First 10 months of
China is becoming the
2010: USD796 mil
main provider of urea, DAP
imported fertilizers.
and potash for Vietnam.

Mitigation of climate change
Need to campaign among farmers to:
– Manage their rice straw to mitigate the
emission of NH3 gas by using
biodigester to ferment straw to produce
NH3 for family fuel.
– Practice precise N fertilization to
mitigate emission of N2O by using leaf
color chart.

Use of row seeder
to assure plant
density, reducing
pests, easing crop
management.

Absolute application of IPM

Use of leaf color chart
to assure correct N dose.

